
Rats! A tail that's lasted 20 years 
THE Masque Theatre's resident king-si7.ed rat made 
a dramatic comeback on the boards the other night 
after a 20-year absence from the stage. 

It was about 1970 that a rat upstaged almost the 
entire cast of Mg Gilldg Aunt on the last night of that 
farce. Amateur actors Tony lated and John Scott, 
among others, were forced to incorporate the rat into 
the script and chased it round the stage, Keystone 
Cops-style, amid audience hysteria. 

Last Friday, at the opening night of Shaw's The 
lh"OU'• Diaciple, a huge rat (named TeITence Rata
gain?) again chose Tony lated as its victim. Tony had 
just stepped in front of curtain for a dialogue with 
Peter Lawson when the rat ran up the curtain 
behind him. 

It stopped at shoulder height, looked round at the 
audience to make sure its dramatic entrance was 
being appreciated, then continued into the 8.ies. 

Talking of which, Tony immediately examined his 
own. He didn't see the rat, only heard the audience's 
shriek. He assumed that some intimate part of his 
apparel - or that of his character, General Bur
goyne - was in disarray. 

This time John Scott was in the audience. He said 
afterwards: "I'd recognise that rat anywhere." 

***** 
MICHAEL ATKINSON, who, as Professor Higgins, 
has been teaching Eliza to speak perfect English in 
the musical Mg Fai.r Lady, is to appear in an 
Afrikaans TV series being filmed called Meeater. 

But Atkinson won't be praating the taal. He plays 
an English magistrate and therefore speaks only 
English. 

Meeatn- is set after the South African War and 
concerns the emergence of the consciousness of Afri
kaans culture. Michael's character has a daughter 

who is a teacher at the local school, and the series 
looks at the cutural difference she faces and how 
they are resolved. 

Mg Fair Lady, which Atkinson directed, finishes 
its highly-successful run at the Nico tonight after 
notching up a 96% attendance over 35 performances. 
The box oflice has been innundated with requests to 
extend the run but, with The SleepilllJ Beauty ready 
to wake u_p on April 12, that's impossible. 

Tl&ark also winds up tonight but no proud note has 
come from Capab to tell us the attendance figures 
for that box oflice plop. 

***** 
ONE wonders who is the skipper of the Abromowitz 
household. 

There's Springbok yachtsman Dave who takes on 
the fteet of the Portnet Dias yacht race in the British 
vessel Walon today and there is his wife Cheryl, who 
runs her own little neat ship - the Stagecraft 
Drama Studio which is staging Pew Rabbit at the 
Nico. 

Cheryl not only directs the show but also makes 
her first stage appearance in years (she was once 
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with Brian Brooke, Taubie Kushlick and Capab) 
playing rabbit-chasing Farmer McGregor. · 

She made her first stage appearance at the age of 
three when she was Little Red Riding Hood in her 
mother's production of Alphabet Antica. Now two of 
her daughters - Lindy (17) and seven-year-old 
Caryn - appear with Cheryl in Peter Rabbit. 

Although her stage career took a back seat after 
her marriage, Cheryl has started to do what she's 
always wanted to do: put on children's shows. And 
Dave has made her a beautiful bracelet which re-
8.ects their lives: her collection of theatre masks ·is 
joined by his yacht shackles. 


